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ABSTRACT
Multi-hop infrastructure wireless mesh networks offer increased re-
liability, coverage and reduced equipment costs over their single-
hop counterpart, wireless LANs. Equipping wireless routers with
multiple radios further improves the capacity by transmitting over
multiple radios simultaneously using orthogonal channels. Effi-
cient channel assignment and routing is essential for throughput op-
timization of mesh clients. Efficient channel assignment schemes
can greatly relieve the interference effect of close-by transmissions;
effective routing schemes can alleviate potential congestion on any
gateways to the Internet, thereby improving per-client throughput.
Unlike previous heuristic approaches, we mathematically formu-
late the joint channel assignment and routing problem, taking into
account the interference constraints, the number of channels in the
network and the number of radios available at each mesh router.
We then use this formulation to develop a solution for our problem
that optimizes the overall network throughput subject to fairness
constraints on allocation of scarce wireless capacity among mobile
clients. We show that the performance of our algorithms is within a
constant factor of that of any optimal algorithm for the joint chan-
nel assignment and routing problem. Our evaluation demonstrates
that our algorithm can effectively exploit the increased number of
channels and radios, and it performs much better than the theoreti-
cal worst case bounds.

1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless broadband networks are being increasingly deployed in

a multi-hop wireless mesh network (WMN) configuration. These
WMNs are being used on the last mile for extending or enhanc-
ing Internet connectivity for mobile clients located on the edge of
the wired network. Commercial deployments of multi-hop wireless
mesh networks (WMNs) are already in the works. For example,
many US cities including Medford, Oregon and Chaska, Minnesota
have deployed mesh networks. Even big cities like Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania are planning to deploy city-wide mesh networks. The
deployed mesh networks will provide commercial Internet access
to residents and local businesses.

In WMNs, the access points (or mesh routers) are rarely mobile
and may not have power constraints. In addition these networks
behave almost like wired networks in having infrequent topology
changes, limited node failures etc. Although WMNs may be self-
organizing, node additions and maintenance are still rare events. In�
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addition since each mesh router may aggregate traffic flows for a
large number of mobile clients, the aggregate traffic load of each
mesh router changes infrequently. In infrastructure wireless mesh
networks (IWMNs) [3] some mesh routers are also equipped with
a gateway capability through which they interface with the wired
network. In such networks traffic is mainly routed by the WMN
wireless backbone between the mesh clients and the wired Internet
and goes through the gateway nodes.

One of the major problem facing wireless networks is the ca-
pacity reduction due to interference among multiple simultaneous
transmissions [11]. In wireless mesh networks providing mesh
routers with multiple-radios can greatly alleviate this problem. With
multiple-radios, nodes can transmit and receive simultaneously or
can transmit on multiple channels simultaneously. However, due to
the limited number of channels available the interference cannot be
completely eliminated and in addition careful channel assignment
must be done to mitigate the effects of interference. Several com-
panies such as MeshDynamics have recently announced the avail-
ability of multi-radio mesh network technology.

To make use of commodity 802.11 radios, a channel is assigned
to a radio interface for an extended period of time as long as traffic
demand or topology does not change. MAC protocols [4] where
each radio interface can use different channels on a fast time scale
such as on a per-packet basis are not supported in current 802.11
MAC. As observed in [20], assigning the first channel to the first
radio, the second channel to the second radio and so on can be far
from the optimal achievable performance. In addition channel as-
signment and routing are inter-dependent. This is because channel
assignments have an impact on link bandwidths and the extent to
which link transmissions interfere. This clearly impacts the rout-
ing used to satisfy traffic demands. In the same way traffic routing
determines the traffic flows for each link which certainly affects
channel assignments. Channel assignments need to be done in a
way such that the communication requirements for the links can be
met.

Heuristic approaches on channel assignments and load-aware rout-
ing [20, 19] are proposed to improve the aggregate throughput of
WMNs and balance load among gateways. These heuristic ap-
proaches can still be far from the optimal performance the network
can offer. Because aggregate traffic demands and network topology
do not change frequently in IWMNs optimizations using measured
traffic demands are feasible. The system management software can
compute the optimal channel assignment and routing and configure
each elements periodically. Routing protocols will still need to be
run to handle topology changes. In this paper, we study the joint
channel assignment and routing problem in multi-radio IWMNs.
Our contributions are as follows.� We present a formulation for the joint channel assignment,
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Figure 1: A wireless Mesh network with � nodes. Two of them,�
and � are gateways. Each node has � interfaces each operat-

ing on a different channel among 	�
��
��
�� . Edge labels repre-
sent the channels used.

routing and scheduling problem that can model the interfer-
ence and fairness constraints and is also able to account for
the number of radios at each of the wireless nodes.� We establish matching necessary and sufficient conditions
under which interference free link communication schedule
can be obtained and we design an efficient algorithm to com-
pute such a schedule.� We use a novel flow transformation technique to design an
efficient channel assignment algorithm that can assign chan-
nels to node radios while ensuring that maximum data can be
transmitted on specified traffic routes.� We establish that our algorithm for the joint channel assign-
ment, routing and scheduling problem is a constant factor
approximation algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first constant factor approximation algorithm for the
problem.� Our evaluation shows that our algorithm can effectively ex-
ploit the increased number of channels and radios, and it per-
forms much better than the worst case theoretical bounds.

2. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
This section contains basic definitions and concepts used in the

rest of the paper.

2.1 System Architecture
This work pertains to multi-hop infrastructure wireless mesh net-

works (WMNs) [3], an example of which is shown in Figure 1.
These networks consist of static wireless mesh routers and end
mobile clients. The static wireless routers are equipped with traf-
fic aggregation capabilities (e.g. Access Points) and provide net-
work connectivity to mobile clients within their coverage areas.
The wireless mesh routers themselves form a multi-hop wireless
backbone for relaying the traffic to and from the clients. Some of
the wireless mesh routers are equipped with gateway functionality
to enable connectivity to the wired Internet. All infrastructure re-
sources that the mobile client access (e.g. web servers, enterprise
servers, Internet gateways) reside on the wired Internet and can be
accessed via any wireless mesh router with gateway functionality.
Thus, the wireless backbone of mesh routers mainly relays mobile
clients traffic to and from the Internet via the routers with gateway
functionality. Each wireless mesh router may be equipped with
multiple wireless interfaces (radios) each operating on a particular
channel.

A mesh router � has ������� wireless interfaces each of which op-
erates on a single channel selected from a set � . Here � is a set of
orthogonal channels It may be noted that due to the wireless inter-
ference constraints there is no capacity advantage in equipping two
different interfaces of a node with the same channel. Thus each
wireless node � can be associated with a ordered set �����������
of ������� distinct channels, where the � -th interface of node � oper-
ates on the � -th channel in ������� . Each node � in � aggregates the
user traffic from all the mesh clients that are associated with � . We
denote the aggregate user traffic load on � by ������� . The load � �����
may be due to outgoing or incoming traffic. However, for ease of
exposition from now on we will assume that there is no incoming
traffic to any wireless node from the wired Internet and hence �������
represents only outgoing traffic. Our results easily extend (by flow
reversal) to the more general case of both outgoing and incoming
traffic. We assume ������� exhibits only long term variability and any
such variations can be dealt with by re-routing and re-adjustment
of the channel assignments. Thus we assume ������� to be a node
dependent fixed value.

2.2 Wireless Transmission and Interference
Model

For direct communication, two nodes need to be within commu-
nication range of each other, and need to have a common chan-
nel assigned to their interfaces. A pair of nodes that use the same
channel and are within interference range may interfere with each
other’s communication, even if they cannot directly communicate.
Node pairs using different channels can transmit packets simulta-
neously without interference. For example, in Figure 1, each node
is equipped with � Network Interface Cards. The links shown be-
tween the nodes depict direct communication between them, and
the channel used by a pair of nodes is shown as the number associ-
ated with the connecting link. This example network totally uses �
distinct channels.

We denote by !#" the transmission range and by �����$
&%'� the dis-
tance between the nodes � and % . An edge ���$
(%'�#)+* if and only
if �����$
(%'�#,-!#" and implies that mesh router � can communicate
with mesh router % directly (in one hop). However, such a commu-
nication is only possible if there is a common channel among the
sets ������� and ����%'� . We assume that, the channel to radio assign-
ment ������� for each node � is fixed as long as the traffic demands do
not change. In other words, we assume there is no system or hard-
ware support to allow a radio to switch channels on a per-packet
basis. We denote by .��0/1� the rate for edge /324���$
(%'� . This is
the maximum rate at which mesh router � can communicate with
mesh router % in one hop on a single channel. An edge can support
multiple simultaneous communications of rate .��0/�� each one for
every channel in common among the sets ������� and ����%'� . Each
such communication can be uniquely identified with one channel
in common among the sets ������� and ����%'� . For notational con-
venience we will use ���0/1� to denote the common channels among������� and ����%'� . Thus, for an edge /526���$
(%'� , 7 simultaneous link
transmissions each of rate .8�0/1� are possible from node � to node %
if there are 7 channels in ���0/�� .

We denote by !#9 the interference range. We assume that !59 is:<; !5" where :>= 	 . We assume that 802.11 media access con-
trol protocol, CSMA with RTS/CTS/ACK is used to protect uni-
cast transmissions. Thus, as a result of carrier sensing, a transmis-
sion between � and % may block all transmissions within ! 9 away
from either � (due to sensing RTS and DATA) or % (due to sens-
ing CTS and ACK). In particular, simultaneous link transmissions
on a common channel ? on two distinct edges /A@B2C���$@D
(%@�� and/1EF2G����E�
(%8ED� is possible if and only if none of the four pairs of
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(% E � are at most !59 apart. In
this case we say that edges / @ and /1E do not interfere. Otherwise
the two edges interfere with each other. We denote by ���0/1�J�K* the
set of edges that interfere with an edge /L)M* . Note that simultane-
ous link transmissions on two edges /A@ and / E that interfere is still
possible, as long as these transmissions are on distinct channels.
We would like to note that our results also extend to other com-
monly used interference models including the Protocol Model [11]
which are based on certain geometric properties.

2.3 Assumptions on Scheduling, Routing and
Fairness

For the algorithm presented in this paper, we assume that the sys-
tem operates synchronously in a time slotted mode. The throughput
we obtain will provide an upper bound for systems using 802.11
MAC. We assume traffic between a node and the gateway nodes
is routed on multiple paths to achieve the optimal load balancing
and least congestion for the given WMN. Our goal is to maxi-
mize the capacity of the network for serving mesh clients. This
capacity may not be measured by the total throughput of all mesh
clients. Optimizing such a metric may lead to starvation of mesh
clients which are far from gateways. We therefore need to consider
fairness constraints to prevent such starvation. In this paper, we
first focus on the fairness constraint that, for each node �N)O� ,
demands be routed in proportion to its aggregate user traffic load� ����� . In other words, we consider the problem of maximizing P
such that PQ������� fraction of each node � ’s demand can be routed.
For this problem, the fraction of demand P$����� that can be routed
is the same P for each node. Note that, the nodes in � correspond
to wireless routers. Our solution works with no change if � also
includes mesh clients.

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND
ALGORITHM OVERVIEW

Formally, we are given a wireless mesh backbone network mod-
eled as a graph �R�S
�*T� . The node U5)V� represents the wired net-
work. The set ��W6�X� represents the set of gateway nodes. We
have a total of Y channels. Each node �Z)Z� has ������� network
interface cards, and has an aggregated demand ������� from its asso-
ciated users. For each edge / the set ���0/��\[]* denotes the set
of edges that it interferes with. We seek to maximize P where at
least PQ������� amount of throughput can be routed from each node �
to the Internet (represented by a node U ). In order to achieve PQ�������
throughput for each node � , we need to compute (1) a network
flow that associates with each edge /^2N���$
(%'� values ?$�0/A��� �(��
I	L,�^,_Y where ?$�0/A�����(� is the rate at which traffic is transmitted by
node � for node % on channel � ; (2) a feasible channel assignment������� (recall that ������� is an ordered set where the �a`bU&c interface
of � operates on the �d`3U(c channel in ������� ) such that, whenever?$�0/A��� �(�feXg , �B)Z�������ihj����%'� ; In this case we say edge / uses
channel � (3) a feasible schedule k that decides the set of edge
channel pair �0/l
(� � (edge / using channel � ) scheduled at time slotm , for m 2]	8
��A
InDnInI
&o where o is the period of the schedule. A
schedule is feasible if the edges of no two edge pairs ( /A@I
(� ��
D�0/ E 
(� �
scheduled in the same time slot for a common channel � interfere
with each other ( / @qp)_���0/1EI� and /1E p)_���0/ @ � ). Thus, a feasible
schedule is also referred to as an interference free edge schedule.
We use an indicator variable rtsvu w0u xy
�/L)M*�
(�i)M���0/1��
 m = 	 which
is assigned 	 if and only if link / is active in slot m on channel � .
Note that @"\z @({ x {Q" rfs�u w�u x8.��0/��i2|?$�0/A��� �(� . This is because com-
munication at rate .8�0/1� happens in every slot that link / is active on
channel � and since ?$�0/��� �(� is the average rate attained on link / for

channel � . This implies @" z @({ x {�" r svu w0u x 2~}8� s � w����� � s(� .
Even the interference free edge scheduling sub-problem given

the edge flows is NP-hard [17]. We present an approximation al-
gorithm for the overall problem. We refer to this algorithm as the
the joint routing, channel assignment and link scheduling (RCL)
algorithm. We now give an overview of the RCL algorithm. The
algorithm performs the following five steps in the given order:

1. Solve LP: We first optimally solve a LP relaxation of the
problem This results in a flow on the flow graph along with
a not necessarily feasible channel assignment for the node
radios. Specifically, a node may be assigned more channels
than the number of its radios. However, this channel assign-
ment is “optimal” in terms of ensuring that the interference
for each channel is minimum. This step also yields a lower
bound on the P value which we use in establishing the worst
case performance guarantee of the overall algorithm.

2. Channel Assignment: In this step, we present a channel as-
signment algorithm which is used to adjust the flow on the
flow graph (routing changes) to ensure a feasible channel as-
signment. This flow adjustment also strives to keep the in-
crease in interference for each channel to a minimum.

3. Post Processing & Flow Scaling: In this step the flow on the
flow graph is re-adjusted (routing changes) to ensure that the
maximum interference over all channels is minimized. Next
the flow is scaled to eliminate all interference for all chan-
nels, thus yielding a feasible routing and channel assignment.

4. Interference Free Link Scheduling: In this step for the
edge flows corresponding to the flow on the flow graph, we
obtain an interference free link schedule.

In subsequent sections, we will first describe each step in de-
tail. We then present the analysis on the algorithm and show that
it achieves a constant factor approximation. We use the example
network shown in Figure 1 to illustrate the steps of our algorithm.

3.1 A Linear Programming based Routing Al-
gorithm

In this section we show how to efficiently find such a routing
that also satisfies all the necessary constraints for the joint channel
assignment, routing and interference free link scheduling problem
(which will be discussed in subsequent sections).

We now formulate a Linear Program (LP) to find a flow that max-
imizes P . The LP (LP1) is given below:

�<�1� P (1)

Subject to

PQ����%'�a�#�s&� ��� u �H�R�A�
�� w�� @ ?$�0/A�����(�i2B�s(� � �1u � �R�l�

�� w�� @ ?$�0/A��� �(��
��Q%<)>�-`3� W (2)

?$�0/A��� �(��,q.��0/���
���/L)\* (3)

�@({ w { �
�� �s(� ��� u �H�R�l�

?$�0/A��� �(�.��0/�� � �s&� � ��u � �R�A�
?$�0/A�����(�.8�0/1�

�� ,q����%'��
�%<)M� (4)

?$�0/A��� �(�.��0/1� ���s&�0� 9 � s(�
?$�0/D����� �(�.��0/ � � ,q.8� : ��
���/L)\*t
J	L,q�S,�Y (5)

The first two constraints are flow constraints. The first one is
the flow conservation constraint; the second one ensures no link



capacity is violated. The third constraint is the node radio con-
straints. Recall that a WMN node %N)�� has ����%'� radios and
hence can be assigned at most ����%'� channels from 	b,��t,~Y .
One way to model this constraint is to observe that due to inter-
ference constraints % can be involved in at most ����%'� simultane-
ous communications (with different one hop neighbors). In other
word this constraint follows from z @({ w { � z s&� ��� u �H�R�A� r�s�u w0u x5�z @({ w { � z s(� � �1u � �R�l� rfs�u w�u x ,K����%'��n The fourth constraint is the
link congestion constraints. which we will discuss in detail in Sec-
tion 6. Note that all the constraints listed above are necessary con-
ditions for any feasible solution. However, these constraints are
not necessarily sufficient. Hence if a solution is found that satisfies
these constraints it may not be a feasible solution. Our approach
is to start with a “good” but not necessarily feasible solution that
satisfies all of these constraints and use it to construct a feasible
solution without impacting the quality of the solution.

A solution to this LP can be viewed as a flow on a flow graph¡ 2¢�R�S
(*¤£¥� where *¤£�2 � /A��� �I¦ ��/b)-*�
I	j,���,�Y+� . Al-
though the optimal solution to this LP yields the best possible P
(say P �

) from a practical point of view some more improvements
may be possible:� The flow may have directed cycles. This may be the case

since the LP does not try to minimize the amount of inter-
ference directly. By removing the flow on the directed cy-
cle (equal amount off each edge) flow conservation is main-
tained and in addition since there are fewer transmissions the
amount of interference is reduced.� Flow may be going on long path when shorter paths are avail-
able. Note that longer paths imply more link transmissions.
In this case many times by moving the flow to shorter paths,
system interference may be reduced.

The above arguments suggests that it would be practical to find
among all solutions that attain the optimal P value of P �

the one
for which the total value of the following quantity is minimized:

�@({ w { � �s(� � �1u � �R�l�
?$�0/A�����(�.8�0/1� n

We thus re-solve the LP with this objective function and with P
fixed at P �

. We refer this new LP as LP2.
The optimal solution to LP2 is a flow on the flow graph

¡
that

maximizes P , satisfies all of the above mentioned constraints and
also tries to minimize the maximum interference per channel.

We now illustrate the routing step using the 4-node example net-
work shown in Figure 1. Suppose there are a total of 4 channels
and each node has 2 radio interfaces. Suppose the edge capacities
are 1 unit each and : 2O� ( §©¨T2Nª ). We assume that the interfer-
ence range is large enough so that only one node can transmit at any
given time on a given channel. We assume both nodes « and . have
a demand of 2 units each. Let us denote /A@#2���«�
 � � , / E 2���«�
(�'� ,/�¬¥26��.�
 � � , /�¥2N��.1
(�'� . After completing the routing step, we may
have the following set of edge flows as an optimal solution to the
LP-based routing algorithm: ?$�0/�®'��� �(�©2O	 p � , ���(
R¯t2°	�
v�
v�
(� . It
is easy to see that this edge flows satisfies all the linear constraints
in LP1 and is optimal. However, this flow is not feasible to the orig-
inal throughput optimization problem since the channel assignment
is not feasible (2 radios utilize 4 channels).

4. A CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM
In this section we present a channel assignment algorithm that

operates on a flow on the flow graph
¡

for a traffic routing that

satisfies the loads P � ����%'� at all nodes %M)V� . Although this given
flow satisfies the Link Congestion Constraints (Eqn. 5) for all the
channels, the induced channel assignment may not be feasible. The
channel assignment algorithm transforms the given flow to fix this
infeasibility. In other words it ensures that for each % , the number
of channel � such that ?$�0/A��� �(�jeGg , ��/�)O* and / incident on% , is no more than ����%'� . When we scale the resulting flow of the
channel assignment step, it is at least a ±32 � � ¨v� �9 fraction of the
original flow and hence satisfies at least the load ����%'�(P p ± at all
nodes %<)M� . The scaled flow also satisfies the Link Schedulability
Constraint (Eqn. 11 discussed later in Section 6) for all channels
thus implying an interference free schedule for each channel can be
obtained.

We can assume without loss of generality (proof omitted) that?$�0/A��� �(� eCg for some channel � for every edge /²)³* . The al-
gorithm works in phases and on termination ensures that the num-
ber of channels assigned to any node % is at most the number of
its interfaces ����%'� . The basic operation used by the algorithm is
to move some flow from edge /A��� � to edge /A�´¯A� for some link/#2N����
(%'��)\* and distinct channels � and ¯ . This flow adjustment
step disregards edge capacities, however any potential capacity vi-
olations are corrected by subsequent flow scaling.

The algorithm also strives to minimize the interference for each
channel. We use the following expression, which forms the basis
of a necessary and sufficient condition for interference free link
schedulability (see Section 6), for measuring the interference on a
link /L)M* for a given channel � :
�Aµ�UI�0/l
&� �S2 ?$�0/��� �(�.8�0/1� � �s&�R� 9 � s(�

?$�0/ � ��� �(�.8�0/ � � (6)

Based on this expression we define the interference on a channel �
as�Aµ�UI��� �i2Z¶\«·�s��l�$�Aµ�UI�0/l
(� � (7)

Algorithm Intuition: The main idea behind the algorithm is the
observation that channel assignment is trivial if the number of avail-
able channels is at most the minimum number of radios per node
( � ). Since in this case every node must be assigned all the channels.
The algorithm thus initially operates with � channels. However in-
stead of assigning one channel to a single interface of a node � , it
assigns approximately ������� p � channels per interface. To this end
the algorithm first transforms the given network (by creating ap-
proximately ������� p � copies of each node) and re-assigns the edge
flows so that after the transformation every node has between � and�1� radios and the edge flows still satisfy the node radio constraint
(5) in the transformed network. This is done in Phase 1 of the al-
gorithm. Next the algorithm assigns channels 	�
v�
DnHnIn(� to every
node in the new network. At this point the network may be very
imbalanced in terms of the interference within each channel. The
algorithm therefore attempts to spread the interference uniformly
so that within each channel the maximum interference is bounded.
In addition the algorithm tries to minimize the interference within
connected components of each channel. Here the connected com-
ponents are formed by the edges that have positive flows on the
given channel. This is done in Phase 2 of the algorithm. So far the
algorithm has only used � out of Y channels and may have assigned
a channel to multiple node interfaces. Next the algorithm tries to
change the channel assignment so that all Y channels are used and
only one channel is assigned per node interface. The algorithm
does this channel re-assignment to further reduce the intra-channel
interference. This is done by forming groups of connected com-
ponents consisting of connected components from the same chan-
nel. All the edges (and their end-nodes) belonging to each group



are then assigned a common channel (from 	 to Y ) in order to
minimize the maximum interference within each channel. At this
point all available channels are effectively utilized by the algorithm.
The algorithm then maps this channel assignment and flow solution
back to the original network. All this is done in Phase 3 of the al-
gorithm.

We now formally describe the channel assignment algorithm.
We say a node % is assigned to channel � if there exists an edge/ incident on node % for which ?$�0/A��� �(�¸eZg . Let � = 	 denote the
minimum number of radios at each wireless node. Let ¹S�0/�� denote
the “aggregate fractional flow” on an edge / :

¹S�0/��i2 �@({ w { � ?$�0/A��� �(�.8�0/1� n
Let ¹S��%'� denote the total “aggregate fractional flow” on the edges
incident on node % :¹S��%'�S2 �s(� ��� u �H�R�l� ¹S�0/��a� �s(� � �1u � �R�l� ¹S�0/���n
The algorithm operates in three phases.

In the first phase the given network º°2��R�S
�*T� is transformed
into a network º � 2N�R� � 
�* � � so that all nodes in º � have approx-
imately � ( between � and �1�B`�	 ) radios each and so that the total
aggregate fractional flow (as determined by the routing step) on the
edges incident on a node %-)6� � is at most ����%'� . The networkº5� is created as follows. Any node %b)Z� with �A» @ �K»1E radios,
for »l@ = � and �3e�» E = g , is replaced by »l@ nodes in º � . All
these nodes except at most one has � radios and the one excep-
tional node has �L��» E radios. Let these nodes (in � � ) be denoted
by %@D
(% E nDnIn(%�¼�½ . Next the edges incident on node %j)V� are dis-
tributed among these nodes so as to assign approximately the same
fractional flow ¹J��% w � to all nodes % w . This is done while maintaining
the constraint that ¹S��%8w �T,N����%�wR� for all %8w . In this step the algo-
rithm iterates over the edges incident on node % . When considering
an edge / , let %�w denote the node with minimum current value for¹S��% w � such that ¹J��% w �¿¾q����% w � . In case ����% w �Q`<¹S��% w � = ¹S�0/1� , then
in º � edge / is made incident on node % w . Otherwise a new copy / �
of edge / is created. We set ¹S�0/����¥2³¹S�0/1�S`K������%8wR�S`b¹J��%�w �(� and
then set ¹S�0/1�52O����% w �S`À¹S��% w � . Edge / is made incident on node%�w and /D� is the next edge considered in the edge iteration by the
algorithm. Pseudocode for Phase 	 is given in Algorithm 1.

ALGORITHM 1. Phase 1 - Channel Assignment Algorithm

Input: Network ÁÀÂqÃ�Ä�Å�Æ#Ç with ÈaÃ�ÉIÇ&Å�É¥Ê¤Æ and È�Ã�Ë�Ç&Å&ËBÊ�ÄÄ � Â²Ì , Æ � ÂbÆ
for ËBÊfÄ

Let ÍlÃ�Ë�Ç�Â3Í�Î @�Ï Î E Å�Ð5Ñ>Î E¥Ò ÍÄ � ÂÀÄ �lÓ�Ô Ë @ ÅRË E Å�ÕvÕvÕ ËD¼�½�ÖÍlÃ�Ë @ Ç�ÂbÍ Ï Î E , ÍlÃ�Ë�×lÇaÂ²ÍlÅ�Ø5Ñ+ÙBÑMÎ @È�Ã�Ë w ÇaÂ3Ð8Å�Ú�Û�ÑMÜ$ÑMÎ @
Stack ÝÀÂ Ô É¥ÊfÆ � Å É¿Â�Ã�Þ�ÅRË8Ç or ÉJÂ�Ã�ËÅ ÞyÇ�Ö .
While Ý|ßÂ3Ì

Pop Stack Ý to get edge ÉJÂqÃ�Þ�Å Ë�Ç
Let Ë w has minimum ÈaÃ�Ë w Ç and È�Ã�Ë w Ç Ò ÍAÃ�Ë w ÇÈ�Â²àLá�â Ô ÈaÃ�ÉIÇ&Å(ÍlÃ�Ë w Ç�ã ÈaÃ�Ë w Ç�Ö
if È Ò ÈaÃ�ÉIÇ

Copy edge É to É � , Set Æ � Â3Æ � ÓfÔ É � ÖÈaÃ�É � Ç�Â+ÈaÃ�ÉIÇaã È
Push É � on top of Stack ÝÈaÃ�Ë w ÇaÂbÈ�Ã�Ë w Ç Ï ÈÉ©ÂqÃ�Þ�Å�Ë w Ç , È�Ã�ÉHÇ$ÂbÈ

Note that at the end of phase 	 of the algorithm the number of
radios for each node is in the range � to �1�F`_	 . In phase � of

the algorithm the node radios are assigned channels between 	 and� such that the channel interference �Aµ�UI��� � is at most
� � � ¨v�9 , for

all channels � . The factor
� � � ¨v�9 is the best we can hope for given

that the flow satisfies the constraint (5) and hence �Aµ�UI�0/l
&� �©,q.8� : �
for every edge / and every 	M,X�¤,�Y channels. Thus the total
interference over all Y channels for edge / is z @({ w { � �Aµ�UH�0/l
&� ��,Y>.8� : � . Hence, when we restrict to only � channels the interference
on some channel for edge / may be as large as

� � � ¨v�9 . In addition
the goal of phase � is to try to have a large number of connected
components, with small intra-component interference, among the
set of edges / with ?$�0/A�����(��eäg for every channel � . This property
is useful for Phase � of the algorithm.

In the following for ease of presentation we denote by ºå2�R�S
�*T� also the network output by Phase 	 with aggregate fractional
flow values ¹S�0/���
(/\)Z* and ¹S��%'��
(%3)Z� , and number of radios����%'��
&%Z)6� . For a given channel and flow assignment ?$�0/��� �(� ,
let æ be a connected component of the network formed by edges/F)V* with ?$�0/A�����(�LeNg . We denote by �Aµ�UI�0/l
&�(
�æ5� the interfer-
ence on edge /j)äæ for channel � by only considering the edges
in æ . We can then define the interference �Aµ�UH���(
�æ^� for compo-
nent æ for channel � as the maximum value of �Aµ�UI�0/l
(�(
�æ5� over all
edges / in æ . Finally we can define the component interference§5ç1¶fèQ�Aµ�UI��� � for channel � as the maximum value of �Aµ�UH���(
�æ^�
for all connected components æ for the network formed by edges/L)M* with ?$�0/A�����(�¿e�g .

The algorithm starts out with an empty channel assignment: it
sets ?$�0/A��� �(�F2ég for all edges / and channels � . The algorithm
iterates over the nodes of the network in non-increasing order of
the ¹S��%'� value. When considering a node % , it iterates over the un-
considered edges / incident on node % in the non-increasing order
of ¹S�0/1� values. When considering an edge / , the algorithm makes� copies of edge / : /A�&	D��
�/A�R�8��
InInHn�/A���'� and partitions the total edge/ flow ¹S�0/���.��0/1� among these � copies as follows. For each channel�(
D	f,ä��,|� the algorithm independently computes the maximum
possible flow increase êë�0/A��� �(�f,X.��0/1� on edge /A��� � such that the
resulting total flow on edges /�07y� for all channels 7�
D	T,|7>,Z� is
at most ¶\«· � .8�0/1��
�¹S�0/1��.8�0/1��� and such that for this new flow the
channel � interference �Aµ�UI��� � does not exceed

� � � ¨v�9 . Let �A� be the
set of channels �(
I	�,ä��,ä� for which êë�0/A��� �(�¥e|g . If � � 26ì the
algorithm proceeds to consider the next edge. Otherwise let ê be
the minimum value of êd�0/��� �(� among channels �©)j� � . Let 7>)+� �
be a channel for which an increase in the flow ?$�0/A�07í�(� by ê results
in the minimum (among all the channels in �� ) component interfer-
ence �<�1� w0� 9 � §5ç�¶¤èQ�Aµ�UI��� � . The algorithm increments ?$�0/A�07í�(� byêë�0/A�07y�(� for channel 7 . The above is repeated for edge / until (as
mentioned above) � � 2|ì . Algorithm 2 depicts Phase � .

ALGORITHM 2. Phase 2 - Channel Assignment Algorithm

Input: Network ÁNÂ°Ã�Ä�Å&Æ¥Ç with Aggregate Fractional Flow ValuesÈaÃ�ÉIÇ&Å&É¸Ê¤Æ and ÈaÃ�Ë�Ç(Å�ËTÊfÄî Ã�É1Ã�Ü0ÇRÇ$Â3Ð8Å�ÚyÉ�Ê�Æ and Û�ÑMÜ$ÑjÍ .ï Â3Ì /* Set of edges considered so far */
for ËLÊtÄ in non-increasing order of ÈaÃ�Ë�Ç

for ÉBðÊ ï
, É incident on Ë , in non-increasing order of È�Ã�ÉHÇ

Add É to
ï

while( ñ�ÎIÞ'É )
For all Û�Ñ>Ü$ÑjÍ

Compute ò�Ã�É�Ã�Ü�Ç ÇSÑ+óIÃ�ÉIÇ , the maximum possible
flow increase on É�Ã�Ü�Ç such thatô 9 × � @ î Ã�É1Ã�ÙAÇRÇ Ï ò�Ã�É1Ã�Ü0Ç ÇëÑjÈaÃ�ÉIÇ0óIÃ�ÉHÇ and ÍDõyñ&Ã�Ü0ÇëÑ� � � ¨v�9 even with

î Ã�É�Ã�Ü�Ç Ç increased by ò�Ã�É1Ã�Ü0ÇRÇ
Let Í � Â Ô Ü(ö ò�Ã�É1Ã�Ü0Ç Çi÷jÐ1Ö
If Í � ÂbÌ then break
Let ò¤Â²àLá�â w0� 9 � ò�Ã�É1Ã�Ü0ÇRÇ



For ø<ÊjÍ � , let ù'Ã�ø�Ç�Âäú¤û�ü w�� 9 � ï©ý ú#þÍ�õyñ&Ã�Ü�Ç whenî Ã�É�Ã�ø�Ç Ç increased by ò
Let ùyÃ�ÙlÇ be minimum among ù'Ã�ø�Ç(Å�øLÊ¤Í �î Ã�É�Ã�ÙAÇRÇ$Â î Ã�É1Ã�ÙAÇRÇ Ï ò�Ã�É�Ã�ÙlÇ Ç

Note that in the channel assignment obtained in Phase � nodes
(each of which has at least � radios) are assigned at most � chan-
nels ( 	8
��
DnInIna
(� ) each. In Phase � of the algorithm the channel
assignment is further modified such that each node is still assigned
at most � channels. However, these channels may range anywhere
from 	 to Y now.

For the channel and flow assignment ?$�0/A��� �(� that results from
Phase � consider a connected component æ of the network formed
by edges /L)M* with ?$�0/��� �(�¿e�g for some channel � . Note that all
nodes in æ are assigned channel � in this channel assignment. We
say æ is assigned channel � in this channel assignment. Consider
re-assigning channel 7bÿ2Z� to æ . This entails moving ?$�0/A��� �(� flow
from edge / ’s copy /A��� � to copy /A�07í� for all edges / in æ . Note
that after this transformation all edges / incident on node �ä)Kæ
have ?$�0/A��� �(�¤2~g . Thus after the re-assignment no node �-)Zæ
is assigned channel � anymore but is assigned channel 7 . Thus the
number of distinct channels assigned to any node does not increase
with this re-assignment.

If after Phase � of the algorithm there are at most Y connected
components æ among all channels �&	8
��
DnInInH
(�'� then in Phase �
each of the connected components is assigned one of the Y dis-
tinct channels. Otherwise the connected components within the
channels are grouped to make Y groups. This grouping is done
as follows. Initially each connected component is in a group of its
own. Analogous to the interference �Aµ�UH����
&æ^� within a componentæ for channel � , we can compute �Aµ�UH����
��B� the interference within
a group � for channel � and we can define º5»�ç1�lèQ�Aµ�UH����� as the
maximum value of �Aµ�UH����
��B� for all groups � in channel � . The
algorithm greedily merges pair of groups belonging to the same
channel to a single group such that the merging causes the least in-
crease in �<��� 9w�� @ º5»�ç1�lèQ�Aµ�UH����� and until there are Y groups. The
connected components of the � -th group are then assigned channel� for 	L,q�i,ZY .

In the last step of Phase � the channel and flow assignment is
mapped back to the original network º and its flow graph

¡
.

Recall that in Phase 	 an edge / may have been split into multi-
ple edges. Thus after the channel assignment in Phase � multiple
copies (say /l@D
�/ E 
InInDn(/�� ) of edge / may have positive flow in a
given channel � . The flow on edge /A��� � is then set as the sum total?$�0/A��� �(�i2 z � × � @ ?$�0/ × ��� �(� . Algorithm 3 depicts Phase � .

ALGORITHM 3. Phase 3 - Channel Assignment Algorithm

Input: Network Á � ÂXÃ�Ä � Å Æ � Ç with
î Ã�É�Ã�Ü�Ç Ç values for all channelsÜ$ÑjÍ and original network ÁÀÂqÃ�Ä�Å&Æ¥Ç

Let �8Ã�Ü0ÇaÂ Ô�� ö � is a connected component assigned channel i Ö
while(

ô 9w�� @ ö �8Ã�Ü�Çvö�÷	� )
Let 
 @ Å�
 E Ê��8Ã�Ü0Ç such that

Removing the groups 
 @ Å
 E and adding the group 
 @ Ó 
 E
to channel Ü causes least increase in à���� 9w�� @ Á¿Î ý Þ1þÍ�õyñ&Ã�Ü�Ç

Remove 
 @ Å�
 E from �8Ã�Ü�Ç , Add 
 @ Ó 
 E to �8Ã�Ü�Ç
�¸Â Ó �8Ã�Ü�Ç
Assign channel Ü to the Ü -th group in �
For all É�Ê�Æ and Û�ÑjÜ�Ñ	�

Let É @ Å É E Å�Õ�Õ�Õ�É��-Ê¤Æ � correspond to edge É ,î Ã�É1Ã�Ü0Ç Ç�Â ô � × � @ î Ã�É × Ã�Ü�Ç Ç
Now let us continue our RCL algorithm on the 4-node exam-

ple network from the routing step. Since all � nodes have the same
number of radios, Phase 	 is not needed. Now let us consider Phase� . From the routing step, we have ¹S�0/1w��#2C	8
��Q�¥2~	�
��
��
�� and

¹S��%'�#2O�A
���%F2N«�
 � 
(.1
�� . Since ¹J�0/ w � and ¹J��%'� are all the same,
the algorithm picks nodes in the order «�
 � 
&.�
(� and edges in the
order /A@I
(/ E 
(/1¬1
�/� . Note that for the edges /A@I
�/ E that are incident
on node « , êë�0/ @ ��� �(�j2 êë�0/1E���� �(�+2 ¹S�0/ @ �j2 ¹S�0/1ED� , for i=1,2
( �Aµ�UI��� � 24	V¾]Yj§ ¨ p �K2 ��§ ¨ ). Therefore the algorithm sets?$�0/l@��&	��(�S2N	 . For the second iteration of the while loop for edges
incident on « , /�E causes the least intra-component interference if
assigned channel � ( §5ç�¶¤èQ�Aµ�UI�&	��ë2|� , §5ç1¶fèQ�Aµ�UH�R�8�ë2_	 ). Thus,
the algorithm sets ?$�0/�E8�R���(�b2å	 . Similarly, the algorithm sets?$�0/�¬l�R�8�(�J2O	 since /1¬ would increase the component interference
for channel 	 more than channel � . Finally, we have ?$�0/  �&	��(�i26	 .
Note that there are � connected components in total after Phase � :� /l@H�l
 � /�1� corresponding to channel 1 and

� / E �A
 � /�¬1� correspond-
ing to channel 2. Since Y]2Z� , Phase � assigns each edge / w a sep-
arate channel � . Thus the only non-zero edge flows are ?$�0/@��&	D�(�S2?$�0/1E8�R�8�(�B2~?$�0/ ¬ �0�l�(�B2~?$�0/  ���A�(�B2 	 . This implies that nodes«�
 � 
&.�
(� are assigned channel pairs �&	8
v����
��&	8
��8��
D�0�'
��l��
D�R�
��l� re-
spectively. Note that, this flow is already feasible with maximum
interference 	 . Thus, the flow scaling step in 5 has no effect.

5. POST PROCESSING & FLOW SCALING

5.1 Post Processing
In this step of the algorithm the aim is to reduce the maximum

interference for the Y channels. This is done by re-distributing for
each edge /À2 ���$
&%'�+)°* the flows among its copies /��� � for
which ?$�0/A��� �(�^e_g , subject to the constraint that the total flow on
the copies z @({ w { � ?$�0/A��� �(� does not change. Note that this re-
distribution does not have any effect on the feasibility of the flow
or the channel assignment. The latter is due to the fact that if an
end-node � of edge / is not assigned channel � before this step then?$�0/A��� �(�S2äg after the step and hence node � is not assigned channel� after this step. Thus the number of channels assigned to a node
can only decrease after this step.

We formulate the flow re-distribution problem as a Linear Pro-
gram shown below. Here we denote the total flow assigned to the
copies of edge / by the previous step by ���0/1� .������� (8)

Subject to?$�(���8
��D�1�(�S2-P � ����%'��
��Q%t)j�?$�0/A��� �(�©, � .8�0/1��
���/L)M*�
J	L,q�S,KY (9)?$�0/A��� �(�S2äg
���/#26���$
(%'�¿)M*�
���� p)M���������F����%'��@({ w { � ?$�0/A��� �(�J2����0/1��
���/#2N����
(%'��)\*
?$�0/A��� �(�.��0/�� � �s � � 9 � s(�

?$�0/D� ��� �(�.��0/ � � , � 
<��/L)\*t
J	^,��S,�Y
Note that in the RHS of the constraint (9) we use the term � .8�0/1�
as the capacity of edge / . This is done to deal with edge capacity
violations due to the channel assignment algorithm.

5.2 Flow Scaling
In this step the algorithm computes the maximum value of in-

terference for the Y channels, namely it computes a scale � given
by: �¤2 �<��� � 	8
 �<��� @({ w { � �Aµ�UI��� �(�An Next the algorithm scales all
flow values in the flow graph

¡
by � : thus the new flow value for

any edge / in the flow graph is set to: ?$�0/1�J2 } � � s(� where ? � �0/1� is
the flow value on edge / of the flow graph after the Post Processing
Step of the algorithm. Note also that P"!²2$#&% 
 where P"! is the the
new P value corresponding to this scaled flow. Recall that P �

is the



optimal value for LP1 in Section 3.1. Finally note that at the end
of this step it is guaranteed that for each channel � the interference�Aµ�UH������,]	 . This also implies that for any edge /+)ä* and any
channel � the interference �Aµ�UI���(
�/1�J,|	 .

6. LINK FLOW SCHEDULING
In this section we present necessary and sufficient conditions

for interference free link scheduling to achieve the link flows for
a given node radio channel assignment and a given traffic routing.
In addition we design an algorithm that outputs such an interference
free link scheduling whenever the sufficient condition is satisfied.
Our results are obtained by extending those of [16] for the single
channel case and for the Protocol Model of interference [11].

Recall that we are assuming a periodic (with period o ) time slot-
ted schedule k where the indicator variable r s�u w�u x 
�/ä)�*�
��b)���0/1��
 m = 	 is 	 if and only if link / is active in slot m on channel� and � is a channel in common among the set of channels assigned
to the end-nodes of edge / .

6.1 Link Flow Scheduling: Necessary and Suf-
ficient Conditions

Directly applying the result (Claim 2) in [16] it follows that a
necessary condition for interference free link scheduling is that for
every /¤)j*�
(�J)j���0/1��
 m = 	 : r s�u w�u x � z s&�R� 9 � s(� r s&�0u w�u x ,K.8� : �
Here .�� : � is a constant that only depends on the interference model.
In our interference model this constant is a function of the fixed
value : , the ratio of the interference range !^9 to the transmission
range ! " , and we derive it below for a particular value : 2 � .
Proofs for other values of : can be derived along similar lines.

LEMMA 1. .8� : �S2|ª for : 2|� .

PROOF. Recall that an edge / � )À���0/1� if there exist two nodes·�
�'_)X� which are at most ��! " apart and such that edge / is
incident on node · and edge / � is incident on node ' . Let /À2����
�%'� . Consider the region § formed by the union of two circles§ � and § � of radius ��!5" each, centered at node � and node %
respectively. Then / � 2O��� � 
(% � ��)M���0/1� if an only if at least one of
the two nodes �Q� 
&%A� is in § ; Denote such a node by §f�0/���� .

Given two edges /A@I
�/ E )ä���0/1� that do not interfere with each
other we must have that the nodes §f�0/ @ � and §f�0/1EI� are at least�1!5" apart. Thus an upper bound on how many edges in ���0/1� do
not pair-wise interfere with each other can be obtained by com-
puting how may nodes can be put in § that are pair-wise at least�1!5" apart. For an even looser upper bound we can extend § to a
circle §©s of radius �n (1! " which is centered in the middle of the
line joining the end-points of edge / and re-formulate the above
question as a circle packing problem: how many maximum circles
of radius !5" can be packed (without overlap) in the circle § s of
radius �'n (1! " ? From [15] it follows that this number is ª . Thus
among the edges in ���0/1� every “independent” set is of size at mostª . Thus in schedule k in a given slot only one of the two possi-
bilities exist: either edge / is scheduled or an “independent” set of
edges in ���0/1� of size at most ª is scheduled implying the claimed
bound.

A necessary condition:(Link Congestion Constraint) Recall that@" z @({ x {�" rfs�u w�u xT2 }8� s � w����� � s(� . Thus, it follows:

LEMMA 2. Any valid “interference free” edge flows must sat-
isfy for every link / and every channel � the Link Congestion Con-
straint:?$�0/A��� �(�.8�0/1� � �s � � 9 � s&�

?$�0/D� �����(�.��0/ � � ,q.8� : ��n (10)

Next we formulate a matching sufficient condition.
A sufficient condition:(Link Congestion Constraint)

LEMMA 3. If the edge flows satisfy for every link / and every
channel � the following Link Schedulability Constraint than an in-
terference free edge communication schedule can be found.?$�0/A��� �(�.��0/�� ���s&�R� 9 � s(�

?$�0/ � ��� �(�.��0/ � � ,|	8n (11)

The proof of this Lemma is established by demonstrating an al-
gorithm which can find an interference free edge communication
schedule and is presented next.

6.2 Link Flow Scheduling: An Algorithm
In this section we present a centralized version of the interference

free link scheduling algorithm following the work of [16]. It is
also possible to design a distributed version of this algorithm along
similar lines as in [16].

The algorithm starts out by choosing a large number o such that
all )²�0/l
�7y�T2�o\}8� s � × ���� � s(� are integral. Here o is the period of the
resulting schedule. This integrality condition can be further re-
laxed however we omit the details for lack of space. Next, the
algorithm independently schedules the edges for each channel to
obtain the schedule k�w for all 	V,C�\, Y . In this schedule letk w � m � denote the set of edges scheduled at time slot m by k w . The
algorithm then “merges” these Y schedules to obtain an overall
interference free link schedule k where the multiset of links (and
channels) scheduled in slot m is k©� m �#2*� @({ w { � � s��,+&- � x�� �0/l
(� � .
Thus �0/l
&� �T)qk©� m � implies that link / is scheduled for communi-
cation using channel � in time slot m in k . It is easily seen that if k w
for all 	L,q�J,�Y are feasible interference free link schedules then
so is k . Thus it is sufficient to design the algorithm for a particular
channel � (to output schedule kaw ).

Algorithm 4 presents the pseudo code for the scheduling algo-
rithm for a given channel � . We assume edges in * are ordered as/ @ 
v/1EënHnIn�/ � . We denote by k©�0/1wR� the set of slots in which edge/ w is scheduled by the algorithm. The algorithm initializes all these
sets to empty sets. The algorithm considers the edges in * in or-
der and when considering an edge / w , schedules it in the first set
of )b�0/1w(
�7y� slots where edge /�w can be scheduled without causing
interference to any of the edges already scheduled in those slots
by the algorithm. Since k is periodic, the algorithm only outputs
schedule for first o slots.

ALGORITHM 4. LINK SCHEDULING—for a single channel 7
Set Available slots to ÛDÅ&ØëÕ�Õ�Õ�. .
Initialize /dÃ�É w ÇaÂ²Ì , Ú'ÜQÂqÛDÅvÕvÕvÕíÅRú
for Ü�ÂqÛDÅvÕ�Õ�ÕyÅRú

Set /ëÃ�É w Ç to first available 0tÃ�É w Å&ÙlÇ slots such that
/dÃ�É w Ç21 Ó s3D� 9 � s�-�� /ëÃ�É ® ÇaÂ3Ì .

Note that by construction Algorithm 4 outputs an interference
free schedule. We omit the proof of the following Lemma which
establishes that the Algorithm 4 is technically sound:

LEMMA 4. If the edge flows satisfy the Link Schedulability Con-
straint (11) then an interference free schedule for the edges for any
channel 7 can be found by the Algorithm 4.

The interference free edge communication scheduling problem,
given the set of edge flows is as hard as edge coloring even for very
simple interference models and hence is NP-hard in general [17].
Thus, we cannot hope for an optimal algorithm. However, we can
establish the following performance bound for our interference free
link scheduling algorithm (proof omitted):



THEOREM 1. Given a set of “feasible” link flows, the algo-
rithm presented in this section can be used to design a .�� : � -approximation
algorithm for finding interference free edge communication sched-
ule, where .�� : � is a constant defined in Lemma 1.

7. ALGORITHM ANALYSIS
We now show that the algorithm RCL outlined in the overview

section finds a feasible solution to the joint channel assignment,
routing and interference free edge communication scheduling prob-
lem, is computationally efficient and has a provable worst case per-
formance bound (a constant that depends only on the total number
of channels). Since it is clear that routing, scheduling, post process-
ing and scaling takes polynomial time, we only need to show that
channel assignment step takes polynomial time in order to show
that RCL runs in polynomial time. Due to space limitations, the
proofs of all lemmas are omitted. Interested readers can refer to [2].

LEMMA 5. Algorithm 1 (Phase 	 ) runs in time polynomial in¦ � ¦�
D¦ *<¦ 
vY p � and ensures that the total aggregate fractional flow
on all the edges introduced in *L� for every edge /\)K* in Phase	 equals the aggregate fractional flow on edge / in the original
network º .

LEMMA 6. Algorithm 2 (Phase � ) runs in time polynomial inY>
1¦ �<¦�
D¦ *<¦ .
LEMMA 7. If in the original flow graph

¡
the flow satisfies the

Link Congestion Constraint (10) for every channel �(
I	F,O�^,OY
then in the Algorithm 2 (Phase � ) the flow ¹S�0/1��.8�0/1� on every edge/T)M* gets assigned to the edges /A�07y� for channels 	B,Z7\,�� . In
other words on termination the following holds for all edges:

¹J�0/1��.��0/��i2 9� w�� @ ?$�0/A��� �(��n
It is easy to see that Phase � (Algorithm 3) runs in polynomial

time since in each iteration the number of groups are reduced by at
least one. Hence the total running time is bounded by the number of
connected components in the Y channels, and is therefore bounded
by ¦ *<¦ Y .

LEMMA 8. After flow scaling, the resulting flow satisfies the
link capacity constraints for each channel.

LEMMA 9. At the end of Phase � (Algorithm 3) the resulting
channel assignment is feasible.

THEOREM 2. The RCL algorithm is a
� � � ¨v�9 approximation al-

gorithm for the Joint Routing and Channel Assignment with Inter-
ference free Edge Scheduling problem.

PROOF. Referring to the pseudocode for Algorithm 2 it follows
that on termination of Phase � the interference on all channels is
bounded as �Aµ�UI��� �5, � � � ¨v�9 . Phase � (Algorithm 3) re-distributes
the edge flows over the Y channels without increasing the interfer-
ence on any channel. This is because in Phase � the flows moved
to a channel ¯ all come from the edges /A��� � in a single channel� . Thus �Aµ�UI�´¯A� ,��Aµ�UH�����<, � � � ¨v�9 . Hence in Phase � we must

have �<, � � � ¨v�9 . Postprocessing only reduces the maximum inter-
ference. In the flow scaling step, the flow is scaled by � . There-
fore the scaled flow corresponds to a P value which is at leastP ! 2 #&%4�576�8:9; n Since the optimal P value is at most P �

and since

the scaled flow satisfies the sufficient condition (Link Schedulabil-
ity Constraint (11) for all channels) for it to be scheduled by our
interference free link scheduling algorithm (Section 6). Thus, the
approximation bound follows.

8. EVALUATION
In this section our goals are two fold: to evaluate the perfor-

mance of our algorithm in realistic settings and to use our algorithm
to study the performance gain of using multiple radios and multi-
ple channels for wireless mesh networks (WMNs). For the first
goal ideally we should compare the performance of our algorithm
against the optimal solution. However the joint channel assignment
and routing problem for WMNs quickly becomes intractable and
any meaningful scenarios cannot be optimally solved in any prac-
tical setting. The other option therefore is to compare the average
case performance of our algorithm versus the worst case bound we
established earlier in the paper. This is what we evaluate here. For
the second goal our evaluation is based on two sensitivity analysis
studies that evaluate the improvement in the network throughput as
the number of channels are increased and as the number of radios
are increased.

We solve the three linear programs in our RCL algorithm using
CPLEX [1]. Our channel assignment algorithm uses the solution of
LP2 as input. The channel assignment together with the total edge
flow and P �

from LP2 are the inputs to LP3. After postprocess-
ing by LP3, we obtain � to get the feasible per-node throughputP � p � . We performed our evaluation on many realistic topologies
and our simulation setup is as follows. The WMNs in our setting
use 802.11a radios. We assume a simple wireless channel model
in which link rates depend only on the distance between the links
two end mesh network nodes. Adopting the values commonly ad-
vertised by 802.11a vendors, we assume that the link rate when the
two end mesh nodes are within �8g meters is (�� Mbps, �8ª Mbps
when within �8� meters, �=< Mbps when within �,> meters, �1� Mbps
when within �,( meters, 	Dª Mbps when within <8g meters, 	�� Mbps
when within <&? meters, ? Mbps when within >&> meters and < Mbps
when within ?8g meters. We assume the maximum transmission
range !5" of ?�g meters and the maximum interference range of	Dª�g meters. We assume there are 	�� channels available according
to 802.11a specification. For simplicity, we assume that the gate-
way nodes have sufficient wired backhaul capacity for them not to
be a bottleneck.

We generate grid and random topologies. We run our simulation
with different parameter settings. We report results with the follow-
ing parameters. We have a total of 60 nodes. For the grid topology,
the grid size is ª ; ª , the distance between two adjacent grid points
is gn <=(�!#" , and nodes are placed in grid points randomly. We gen-
erate 9 random connected topologies by placing nodes randomly in
a (1g8g ; (1g8g square meter area. we choose a random sample of 20
nodes to have a traffic demand of �1g Mbps each. We vary the num-
ber of gateway nodes from � to 	�� , the number of radios from 	 to� and the number of available channels from 	 to 	D� . We assume a
uniform number of radios at all nodes.

8.1 The performance impact of multi-channel
In this evaluation, we varied the number of channels in the 60-

node grid topology and random topologies to study its impact on
the network throughput. The results are shown in Figure 2 for four
settings with varying number of gateways and radios. Each data
point for random topologies is averaged over the 9 topologies. As
expected, we observe the trend that, as the number of channels in-
crease, the per-node throughput generally increases. However, we
remark that, the per-node throughput our algorithm computes may
not always increase when the number of channels increase. This is
because the channel assignment algorithm is not necessarily opti-
mal and its performance depends on the network flow output by the
routing step. In practice, one can use the solution with the highest
throughput output by the algorithm. From Figure 2, we see that our



algorithm in general can effectively exploit the increasing number
of channels available. For example with 10 gateways and 4 radios,
as the number of channels goes from 4 to 12, the per-node through-
put goes from 2.1Mbps to 5.0Mbps for the grid topology case; it
goes from 2.0Mbps to 4.8Mbps for the random topologies case.
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Figure 2: Throughput improvement with increasing number of
channels

8.2 The performance impact of multi-radio
In this evaluation, we varied the number of radios and gateway

nodes in the 60-node grid topology and random topologies to study
their impacts on the network throughput. We fix the number of
channels to be 12. Each data point for random topologies is av-
eraged over the 9 topologies. As can be seen from Figure 3, our
algorithm is able to exploit the increase in the number of radios
and gateways to obtain a solution with improved per-node through-
put. We see that the per-node throughput increases significantly
from the one radio case to two radio case, much more than the
percentage increase from 2 to 3 and from 3 to 4 radio case. For
example, when they are 12 gateways, for the grid topology, the
throughput corresponding to 1,2,3,4 radio case is 0.53, 3.8, 5.5 and
5.9Mbps respectively; for random topologies, it is 1.0, 3.8, 5.0 and
5.4Mbps. With one more radio, we see a 620% and ��ª8g=@ increase
in per-node throughput for the grid topology and random topolo-
gies respectively. This result justifies the use of a small number of
radios.
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Figure 3: Throughput improvement with increasing number of
radios and gateways

8.3 Performance comparison with upper bound
and worst case bound

Even to compute the worst case bound we need the optimal value
for P , the computation of which remains intractable in our setting.
Thus we used a upper bound P �

on this value provided by the lin-
ear program LP1(Eqn. 1). Therefore an estimate on the worst case
throughput of the algorithm is #=%A � ��%'� where Bå2Z.8� : � � 9 (for any

%V)-� ). We compare this value and P �
with the actual through-

put that our algorithm is able to achieve. The results are shown in
Figure 4. In this evaluation we used ? different grid and random
topologies, each with <8g nodes. ��g nodes have traffic demands and
there are ª gateway nodes. Nodes have � radios each. We fix the
number of channels to be 12. We can see that the algorithm’s av-
erage case performance is around (n � to >n ? and ªn � to ��ª'n > times
better than the worst case estimated performance for grid and ran-
dom topologies respectively. Our algorithm is at most 4.0 and 2.4
times worse than the upper bound for grid and random topologies
respectively. Note that, the upper bound is also very loose since the
integrality gap may be large.
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Figure 4: Comparison with upper bound and worst case bound

9. RELATED WORK
The work that is most closely related to this paper is that of [20,

19, 14, 18]. Like ours, the work in [20, 19] assumes that there is
no system or hardware support to allow a radio interface to switch
channels on a per-packet basis. Raniwala et al. propose a cen-
tralized joint channel assignment and multi-path routing algorithm.
The channel assignment algorithm considers high load edges first.
The routing algorithm uses both shortest path routing and random-
ized multi-path routing (a set of paths is used between any pair
of communicating node pair). The joint channel assignment and
multi-path routing algorithm proceeds in an iterative fashion. How-
ever, their algorithm is based on heuristics and a worst perfor-
mance bound on its performance is not known. In addition in their
scheme no guarantees on fair allocation of bandwidth is provided.
In [19], Raniwala and Chiueh propose a distributed heuristic algo-
rithm. The algorithm also is not known to have any worst case
performance bound. Unlike ours, the work in [14, 18] assume
a radio interface is capable of switching channels rapidly and is
supported by system software. In [14], Kodialam and Nandagopal
presents channel assignment and routing algorithms to character-
ize the capacity regions between a given set of source and destina-
tion pairs. In [18], Kyasanur and Vaidya study how the capacity of
multi-channel wireless networks scale with respect to the number
of radio interfaces and the number of channels as the number of
nodes grow.

Algorithms aspects of wireless networks has been an active area
of research. Jain et al. [12] consider throughput optimization using
a general interference model. Their algorithm can be computation-
ally intensive to achieve close to optimal performance. In addition,
their algorithm does not exploit the properties of interference us-
ing 802.11 MAC for better performance. Kumar et al. [16] con-
sider the throughput capacity of wireless networks between given
source destination pairs for various interference models. However,
they do not take channel allocation into account as they consider
a single-channel network. Kodialam and Nandagopal [13] investi-



gate the same problem using a simple interference model where a
node can not send and receive at the same time. Objectives other
than throughput have also been considered, e.g. power optimiza-
tion [7].

There have also been approaches that consider routing and chan-
nel assignment separately. In [10], Draves et al. propose a rout-
ing metric that exploits multi-channel diversity. In particular, paths
with more channel diversity and fewer hops are preferred. In [4],
Bahl et al. present a MAC protocol that exploits the availability
of multiple channels. However, they change channel assignment in
a fast time scale on a per-packet basis which may not work with
existing commodity hardware.

In this paper, we assume the network is given. The problem of
how to design a multi-hop mesh network has been studied in [5,
9]. Their goal is to place a minimal set of gateways to meet certain
performance requirements. They do not consider multi-radio and
multi-channel mesh networks and their algorithms do not apply in
our setting.

Finally, fair bandwidth allocation and load balancing has been
considered in single-radio wireless LAN context [6]. Channel as-
signment has been extensively studied in cellular networks. How-
ever, there is no multi-hop routing in that context.

10. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Infrastructure mesh networks (IWMNs) are increasingly been

deployed for commercial use and law enforcement. These deploy-
ment settings place stringent requirements on the performance of
the underlying IWMNs. Bandwidth guarantee is one of the most
important requirements of applications in these settings. For these
IWMNs, topology change is infrequent and the variability of aggre-
gate traffic demand from each mesh router (client traffic aggrega-
tion point) is small. These characteristics admit periodic optimiza-
tion of the network which may be done by a system management
software based on traffic demand estimation.

In this paper, we rigorously formulate the joint channel assign-
ment and routing problem in IWMNs. Our goal is to maximize
the bandwidth allocated to each traffic aggregation point subject
to fairness constraint. We propose a constant approximation algo-
rithm for this NP-hard problem. Our algorithm takes interference
constraint into account and is based on flow transformation. Our
evaluation shows that the algorithm performs much better that the
worst case bounds.

For future work, we would like to investigate the problem when
routing solutions can be enforced by changing link weights of a
distributed routing protocol such as OSPF. We would also like to
improve the worst case bounds of our algorithms.
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